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Reviewed by: Jenna Robertson

“With an excellent concept and libretto by Elizabeth Lewis and a
thrilling, cinematic score by Brenton Broadstock AM, The Nurses at
Vung Tau is a heart-felt new chamber opera dedicated to female
Australian nurses who served in the Vietnam war.”
Between 1967 and 1971, forty-three female Australian nurses served in the
Vietnam War with the Royal Australian Army Nursing Corps (RAANC). The
nurses’ stories remained untold for fifty years until they were brought to light in
2017 by bestselling author and storyteller Annabelle Brayley in her book Our
Vietnam Nurses.
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In 2019, Australian soprano Elizabeth Lewis read Brayley’s book and was struck
by the nurses’ stories of resilience. She saw the dramatic suitability of these
stories and was compelled to have the stories told through music. With care, she
sought out some of the nurses formerly stationed at the Vung Tau hospital base in
Vietnam and, during a trip to Australia, interviewed the women. With permission
from the nurses, Lewis originally wrote a set of ten poems intended as a song
cycle for soprano and piano and she approached Dr Brenton Broadstock AM to
compose the music. He responded that he would be interested if she could
rewrite the poems into an opera libretto. Three years later, the world premiere of
The Nurses at Vung Tau was performed in the Honour Room of Somerville
House in Brisbane.
The heart in the project was evident on arrival for the opening night performance.
I was welcomed by a volunteer from Legacy, a charity supporting war veterans
and their families. Five of the nurses interviewed by Lewis were seated in the
front row of the audience (pictured below), and I was seated amongst a number
of veterans who asked each other “Where did you serve?”.
Lewis crafted an excellent and balanced libretto that integrates the experiences
of the nurses in a seamless way. As an experienced soprano, her libretto writing
prioritises audience comprehension and is optimally written for the voice.

Elizabeth Lewis, librettist, producer,, soprano. Image supplied

The story is based around a fictional character, Abigail (Abby) Hughes, who also
is performed by Lewis. Five other principal singers take on a staggering twentyone other roles. There were soliloquy moments and conversational scenes such
as the hospital scene with simultaneous interplay between Abby and soldier
Tom, amongst the hospital staff’s commentary. Aussie slang has been gracefully
integrated, which provided a connecting, grounding and endearing effect, e.g.
“Who is the lucky bloke?”, “You’ll get bloody run over”, “Works against the
mozzies”.
The libretto is in three parts. Part one (Vietnam) begins in Australia with Abby’s
parents trying to stop her from going to Vietnam, followed by her arrival at the
Vung Tau base. Part two (The Horrors of War) is set inside the hospital amongst
the day-to-day work of treating the wounded men. Part three (Coming Home), is
set some time after the war exploring its post-traumatic effects.
While there is a wonderful arc here in the story, the broad content, long time
frame, multiple locations and twenty-two roles/parts added a complexity that
prevented some of the important moments in the libretto from having enough
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space and time to land. With the privilege of future revisions, a simplification
and deepening of the libretto may bring it from excellent to exceptional.
A ninety-minute performance with no interval, the format of the performance
was found somewhere at the intersection of chamber opera, concert and digital
exhibition. The performance was marketed as opera, yet delivered mainly with
elements of a concert performance with the principal singers reading from their
scores on music stands and a minimal approach to movement, props and
costuming. Digital images and silent video footage were projected centre-stage,
the singers were either side of the projection and an ensemble of six musicians
and conductor Patrick Pickett were on the left.
The digital visuals were sensitively curated by Lewis (as director too!) and
enhanced the storytelling by showing locations, as well as artefacts and archival
video footage from the Vietnam war. The vocal reactions of the veterans and
nurses in the audience in response to the imagery added an immersive and
powerful layer of meaning to the experience. Lewis’s minimalist approach to
production enabled a focus on her libretto and Broadstock’s cinematic score.
Composer Dr Brenton Broadstock AM (b.1952) brought vast experience and
adaptability to the team with a portfolio of music including seven symphonies, a
tuba concerto, song cycles, choral music, a chamber opera and more. His first
opera was based on the Ray Bradbury novel Fahrenheit 451 and was performed
in Australia, Finland and Germany between 1992 and 2005.

Brenton Broadstock AM, composer. Image supplied

Broadstock’s score for The Nurses of Vung Tau displays brilliant composing for
the theatre by generously serving the story, the voices of the singers and the
hearts of the audience throughout. At times I found myself completely immersed
in the drama, which was enabled by the music as an entry point. There was a
care and sensitivity in the composition that showed reverence for the nurses.
With trauma already evident in the story, the compositional approach not to
amplify trauma, but to hold a space for uplifting emotion to be felt in response to
the story is something that drew me in from the beginning.
The score is lightly orchestrated for flute, clarinet, percussion, piano, violin and
cello. Broadstock created a dynamic palette of colours, sonic depths and visceral
rhythms, yet also delivered a satisfying consistency of soundscape. New sounds
emerged from the small ensemble throughout the evening with percussion used
to its full capacity.
From the first chords of Part One (Vietnam), Broadstock’s chosen cinematic
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aesthetic was quickly established. The instrumental and vocal lines powerfully
evoked the slick heat, sweat and humidity of Vietnam and slow glissandi
revealed to us the uneasy feelings of the nurses on arrival at Vung Tau base.
Part Two (The Horrors of War) opened with a harmonically stunning trio of three
female voices, followed by a goosebump-inducing quintet that was a
masterclass on how to evoke the essence of respect and love in choral writing.
While bombs were falling in the story, the full force from the instrumentalists
was unleashed, with intensity strikingly delivered by clarinettist Drew Gilchrist.
The two musical highlights of the work were the edgy, driving quartet where the
singers exclaimed “see the horror of the damage”, and the intimate aria moment
where Abby sings in the stillness of her bare apartment, while listening to “the
hum of the AC”. In this moment the marimba sung out at unexpected moments
while the woman sitting next to me put her hand to her heart.
In Part Three (Coming Home), the cello and percussion shed light on the nurses’
heart beats in moments of triggered trauma. Memorable was the protest scene
where the music had a powerful military march-like quality, unison syncopation
and staccato and actual marching steps delivered with punch from the
performers. A sextet and powerful a cappella vocal section ended the
performance.
The chamber orchestra was conducted by Patrick Pickett who provided strong
and steady leadership for the ensemble and ensured a good balance in this
unamplified performance. The orchestra demanded all my attention during a part
two moment “see them coming in the distance” through their individual urgent
and intense performances delivered within a strong sense of ensemble. The
choreography required of the single percussionist, Anna Kho, to navigate her
multiple instruments throughout the evening was impressive.
The strongest vocal performances of the evening came from the three leading
ladies: Elizabeth Lewis, soprano Alison Paris and mezzo soprano Alla Yarosh.
Their trios and duets provided luxuriously blended and luscious vocal sounds.
Lewis brought a bright-eyed humanity to her character Abby. Her sparkling and
clear dramatic soprano, combined with her excellent diction meant that I
understood every word she sang and those words were delivered with powerful
impact. Her penetrating and high notes after Tom’s death were the most thrilling
vocal sounds of the evening, and her spoken words towards the end of the opera
were delivered with a powerful vulnerability and authenticity.
Alison Paris has a ringing, secure and sweet soprano that shone equally in her
solo and ensemble moments. Mezzo soprano Alla Yarosh’s balanced voice is dark
and luscious without losing brightness and leaves you wanting more. She begins
at the prestigious Academy of Vocal Arts in Philadelphia, USA, as a Resident Artist
later this year.

Alla Yarosh, mezzo-soprano. Image supplied

The versatile cast was rounded out by tenor Tomasz Holownia, who played an
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astonishing six small roles, and baritones Tom Nicholson and Daniel Smerdon
who each played four roles.
All six cast members followed Lewis’ lead with diction, at no expense of legato or
vocal production, which resulted in excellent comprehension of the libretto and
justified a decision to have no surtitles.
For Elizabeth Lewis, and many other independent self-producing artists, the
pandemic was a catalyst to regain agency over her career with the creation of
her own opera company, Sun Opera, through which The Nurses at Vung Tau was
presented. With no government funding, in addition to her roles of concept
creator, librettist, director and principal soprano, she was also the producer. This
artist-led innovation, persistence and passion should be celebrated in its
capacity to create opportunities for multiple artists, grow the small-medium
opera sector and place increased power in the hands of artists after a vastly
disempowering period.
Before heading to the performance, I met a young woman who was working in
the accommodation I was staying in. She told me she was a refugee from Ukraine
and that her parents were doctors and had stayed behind to help with the injured
during the war. The meaning of art is relative to the political and social context
within which it is conceived and presented. The Nurses at Vung Tau was
conceived with a desire to tell stories from the Vietnam war, and delivered within
a socio-political context that includes an ongoing war in Ukraine. Mezzo soprano
Alla Yarosh is Ukrainian and the moment where she sang “See the bombs fall on
the ridge” brought tears to my eyes as I wondered if Alla and her family had been
impacted. I wondered what wisdoms or knowledge the nurses who had served
in Vietnam would share about how they had been able to make sense of their
experience of war. This connection could elevate this new work from a story
worth telling, to a story worth telling now.
Despite this question in my mind, I left the performance feeling uplifted in the
way uniquely caused by good opera. I left inspired about the future of Australian
opera, and the impact that self-producing artists can have on the opera sector. I
hope that Lewis and Broadstock will continue to collaborate as the combination
of their creativity is magical.
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